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Deciphering the mechanisms of human memory is a central goal of neuroscience, both from the point of view of the fundamental biology of memory and for its translational relevance. Here, we review some contributions that recordings from neurons in humans implanted with electrodes for clinical purposes have made toward this goal. Recordings from the medial
temporal lobe, including the hippocampus, reveal the existence of two classes of cells: those encoding highly selective and
invariant representations of abstract concepts, and memory-selective cells whose activity is related to familiarity and episodic
retrieval. Insights derived from observing these cells in behaving humans include that semantic representations are activated
before episodic representations, that memory content and memory strength are segregated, and that the activity of both types
of cells is related to subjective awareness as expected from a substrate for declarative memory. Visually selective cells can
remain persistently active for several seconds, thereby revealing a cellular substrate for working memory in humans. An overarching insight is that the neural code of human memory is interpretable at the single-neuron level. Jointly, intracranial recording studies are starting to reveal aspects of the building blocks of human memory at the single-cell level. This work
establishes a bridge to cellular-level work in animals on the one hand, and the extensive literature on noninvasive imaging in
humans on the other hand. More broadly, this work is a step toward a detailed mechanistic understanding of human memory
that is needed to develop therapies for human memory disorders.
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Introduction
How is it that reminiscing about a salient autobiographical event
results in the phenomenological experience of “remembering”
(Tulving, 2002) that is accompanied by a multitude of associated
memories of what we were feeling at the time, what we were
smelling, and what someone said to us? Unique insight into these
fundamental questions has been gained by recording from single
neurons in human patients implanted with electrodes for clinical
purposes (Engel et al., 2005; Suthana and Fried, 2012; Johnson
and Knight, 2015; Rutishauser, 2019). This technique allows
investigators to observe the activity of individual neurons in
areas of the human brain critical to memory (Fried et al., 2014)
while patients perform tasks in which they report their subjective
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experience, such as with what confidence they believe a face
shown is familiar. This work is starting to reveal the building
blocks for human memory (Quiroga, 2012, 2019; Rutishauser,
2019) and thereby identifies features of memory organization
that may be uniquely human and others that are shared with
other species, thereby building a bridge to the broader literature.
In this review, we highlight advances in our understanding of
human memory derived from invasive single-neuron recordings
in the human hippocampus, amygdala, parahippocampal gyrus,
and entorhinal cortex. These parts of the medial temporal lobe
(MTL) (Squire et al., 2004; Eichenbaum et al., 2007) are critical
for forming and retrieving episodic memories of the “where,
what, when” of past experience. The MTL is also critical for
forming and using semantic memories of facts about the world
(Manns et al., 2003), which constitute the features based on
which episodic memories are constructed. Using this approach,
different types of neurons have been identified that, for example,
signal aspects of memory content and strength. The trial-by-trial
variability in the responses of these neurons explains behavior,
such as whether a memory was retrieved with high or low confidence (Rutishauser et al., 2015) or whether a stimulus was consciously perceived or not (Reber et al., 2017). An overarching
insight derived from the work reviewed is that features of both
semantic and episodic memories are encoded at the level of
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Figure 1. Encoding episodic memory strength and retrieval mode. A, Example memory-selective cells. Left, Cell that fires most to familiar (old) stimuli. Right, Cell that fires most to novel
(new) stimuli. t = 0 is stimulus onset. Top, Raster plots. Each row represents an individual trial. Each dot represents an action potential. Bottom, Average firing rate across all trials binned
250 ms bins. B, Activity of both types of memory-selective cells scale with confidence for their preferred, but not their nonpreferred, stimulus (either old [left] or new [right] stimuli). TP, True
positive (old stimuli recognized correctly) shown as a cumulative density function (cdf); TN, true negative (new stimuli recognized correctly). C, Orthogonal tuning to either visual category (x
axis) or familiarity (y axis) during recognition memory. Each data point is a neuron. Red and green represent neurons that are primarily influenced by novelty/familiarity or category, respectively. D, Orthogonal tuning to either visual category (y axis) or successful retrieval versus familiarity only (x axis). Shown are two example neurons (marked): one only visually selective (Neuron A), the
other only differentiating successful retrieval from familiarity alone (Neuron B). Each data point is a neuron. Red and blue represent neurons that are primarily influenced by visual identity and success of
retrieval of the associated stimulus, respectively. A, Adapted from Faraut et al. (2018). B, C, Adapted from Rutishauser et al. (2015). D, Adapted from Staresina et al. (2019).

individual neurons in humans. Indeed, listening to a single such
neuron can be highly informative about the content of memory
and/or visual awareness (Rey et al., 2014; Reber et al., 2017;
Staresina et al., 2019). This finding is contrary to what would be
expected from a fully distributed code (Rogers and McClelland,
2014; Yuste, 2015). Instead, this work reveals that, in humans,
the canonical coding principle of the single unit (Barlow, 1972)
that has been used to understand sensory representation is applicable to memory.
In describing these studies, we also highlight the utility of behavioral reports. Declarative memories are memories whose content
rises into awareness so that their existence can be “declared,” a feature of memory that can be studied directly in humans. The importance of the phenomenological experience of retrieving an episodic
memory (i.e., “mental time travel”) (Boyer, 2008; Suddendorf et al.,
2009) for human cognition is amply demonstrated by the profound
effect of its loss because of lesions or neurodegenerative disorders.
Recording from single neurons in humans offers a unique opportunity to decipher the underlying mechanisms so that, eventually, we
might be able to develop new treatment modalities for these
dreaded disorders of the human mind.
Building blocks of episodic memories: memory-selective cells
Neurons within the human MTL signal whether stimuli are
novel or familiar (Fried et al., 1997; Rutishauser et al., 2006,

2008; Viskontas et al., 2006), thereby revealing a single-neuron
substrate for this core feature of episodic memory. Characterizing these neurons in detail has been a major focus for
several reasons. First, a given event happens only once, thus
requiring rapid plasticity. Second, successful detection of novelty
is a prerequisite for encoding, thereby allowing novelty signals
(Knight, 1996) to serve as signals that indicate encoding. Third,
familiarity is graded: a stimulus can either be vaguely familiar
with no associated attributes or be highly familiar with many
associated attributes (recollection). Fourth, for a memory to be
declarative, subjects need to be able to declare the presence or absence of a memory. Thus, a neuronal novelty/familiarity-related
response would need to predict awareness or subjective confidence to be relevant for declarative memory. Single-neuron correlates of many of these properties have now been identified.
The response of memory-selective cells differentiates between
novel and familiar stimuli. Such cells have been identified across
the MTL, including the hippocampus, amygdala, entorhinal cortex, and parahippocampal cortex. Two types of memory-selective
cells have been identified: a novelty type and a familiarity type,
which increase their response relative to baseline for novel and
familiar stimuli, respectively (Fig. 1A). The responses of these
cells are compatible with the four criteria outlined above. First,
they express single-trial learning (Rutishauser et al., 2006; Kami
nski
et al., 2018). Second, the phase-locking to theta oscillations of the
novelty type of memory-selective cells is indicative of encoding
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success or failure (Rutishauser et al., 2010). Third, their response is
graded, with responses accompanied by both familiarity and successful retrieval of an associated stimulus larger than those that are
accompanied only by familiarity but no retrieval of a previously
learned association (Fig. 1D). This effect has been demonstrated
both for cued recall of paired items (Staresina et al., 2019; Derner et
al., 2020) and for cued spatial source recall (Rutishauser et al.,
2008). Fourth, the response of memory-selective cells differentiates
between otherwise identical correct decisions that are made either
with high or low subjective confidence (Fig. 1B) (Rutishauser et al.,
2015). Together, this shows that the response of memory-selective
cells in the human MTL are likely a reflection of episodic memory.
A key next goal is to determine how the signal carried by memoryselective cells is computed and where the plasticity expressed by
these cells occurs.
The response properties of memory-selective cells provide
constraints on how the signal they carry might be computed.
First, their response latency is long: their response differs between
novel and familiar stimuli starting at ;450 ms after stimulus onset.
Relative to the response latencies of neurons in sensory neocortex,
this is slow and too late for some behaviors, such as basic categorization (Thorpe et al., 1996). Instead, this long latency suggests that
the signal carried by memory-selective cells is related to declarative memory, which operates at a slower timescale. Supporting this
view, evoked potentials recorded with scalp EEG that are related to
declarative memory (e.g., the N400 or the late negative component)
occur with similarly long latencies (Mormann et al., 2005). Second,
most neurons with familiarity/novelty responses in the MTL are
not tuned to memory content (Fig. 1C).
In addition to the encoding of novelty/familiarity in recognition memory, memory-selective responses have also been
observed during cued retrieval in associative memory tasks (Fig.
1D). In this task, a type of memory-selective cell was identified
that signaled whether a stimulus associated with a cue was
retrieved or not, but not what the identity of the retrieved item
was (Staresina et al., 2019). An overall conclusion from these
recordings is that the human MTL contains an orthogonal code
for memory content and familiarity (Rutishauser et al., 2015;
Staresina et al., 2019; Derner et al., 2020).
Building blocks of episodic memories: semantically invariant
concept cells
The response of many neurons in the human amygdala, hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, and parahippocampal cortex is
related to the high-level visual interpretation of stimuli. A continuum of such cells has been discovered (for examples, see Fig.
2A–C), from relatively broadly tuned, category cells to more
sparsely tuned cells signaling semantic concepts, all the way to
highly sparse and invariant concept cells that respond whenever
a picture shows a particular individual. We refer to such cells
jointly as “visually selective,” but this is not meant to imply that
these cells do not also respond to other modalities (Quiroga et
al., 2009). The most broadly tuned type of visually selective cells
is category neurons (Fig. 2C), which respond every time an
image belonging to a particular broad visual category is shown
(Kreiman et al., 2000). Examples of category neurons are
neurons responding to faces (Minxha et al., 2017), animals
(Mormann et al., 2011), outdoor scenes (Mormann et al., 2017),
fruits (Minxha et al., 2020), and various other object categories
(Reber et al., 2019). The response of category cells is insensitive
to whether a stimulus is novel or familiar as well as to whether a
stimulus was retrieved with high or low confidence (Rutishauser
et al., 2015); this does not exclude short-lasting repetition
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suppression (Pedreira et al., 2010; Minxha et al., 2020). At the
other extreme of selectivity and invariance are “concept cells,”
which become active briefly only when a particular high-level
concept is shown (Quiroga et al., 2005). Such cells can develop
relatively rapidly as demonstrated by cells that respond to experimenters previously unknown to the subject (Fig. 2B). Most concept cells respond to concepts personally known to the person
the neuron was recorded from (Viskontas et al., 2009). While the
response of concept cells is sparse, these cells are not rare: it has
been estimated that 2–5 million MTL cells respond to a given
concept (Waydo et al., 2006).
The response of visually selective cells is indicative of whether
a given stimulus has entered conscious awareness of the subject
as declared by subjective report (Kreiman et al., 2002; Quiroga et
al., 2008, 2014; Rey et al., 2014; Reber et al., 2017). The more anterior in the MTL a concept cell is located, the more likely its activity is to covary with awareness (Reber et al., 2017; Fu and
Rutishauser, 2018). The view that responses of visually selective
cells are related to the current content of awareness is in addition
supported by the finding that, in dense scenes, category cells signal the categorical identity of the currently attended stimulus, a
finding that applies to both overt and covert attention (Minxha
et al., 2017). Visually selective cells thus appear well suited to
encode declarative memories, which are memories that have
risen into awareness.
The time that elapses between onset of a stimulus and a differential response of visually selective cells is ;300 ms (Mormann et
al., 2008; Rutishauser et al., 2015). The latency until an individual
cell starts responding is inversely proportional to its selectivity, with
more selective responses occurring later (Mormann et al., 2008).
This is late compared with responses in sensory areas measured
using similar techniques (Self et al., 2016), but earlier than that of
memory selective cells (discussed above). Also, this long latency is
what is expected from a stimulus that has risen into awareness
(Mashour et al., 2020) and is concordant with the known response
latencies of memory-related ERPs (Mormann et al., 2005).
These data have given rise to the hypothesis that visually
selective cells represent semantic memories (Rutishauser, 2019),
which in turn are the building blocks of episodic memories
(Quiroga, 2012). Further evidence for this proposal is provided
by population-level analysis of a large set of single neurons
(Reber et al., 2019). This analysis revealed that the response of
visually selective cells generalized between instances of a given
semantic concept. Whereas some semantic concepts represented
by cells were relatively broad (“food items”), others were more
narrow (“cheese,” see Fig. 2A). Indeed, whether a given cell
responds to a given stimulus or not could be predicted with high
accuracy from the semantic label of a stimulus (Fig. 2A).
Notably, the response of cells was not “all-or-nothing.” Rather,
the response was best described as a tuning curve in semantic
space with graded responses to different instances (stimuli) from
a given semantic category (e.g., a cell that responds with a different magnitude to a picture of shorts and a red jacket; see Fig. 2A,
top row). This is a critical new insight that supports the hypothesis that visually selective cells represent semantic memories and,
as such, are a core part of the engram. This view, however, is
challenged by two recent studies describing responses of concept
neurons to different person identities as binary rather than
graded (Rey et al., 2018, 2020). Future work is needed to decipher a better understanding of the regimens under which visually
selective cell responses can be conceptualized as binary versus
graded, in particular whether these constitute functionally different subgroups of cells and whether these two types of cells have a
differential role in declarative memory.
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Figure 2. Abstract semantic representations and their role in episodic retrieval. A-C, Example of visually selective neurons with tuning compatible with semantic representations. A, Top,
Visually selective neuron responding to many different images showing clothes (from hippocampus). Bottom, Visually selective neuron only responding to a single image of a food item (from
amygdala). B, Invariant multimodal concept neuron that responds only to images and written and spoken name of an experimenter. C, Visually selective category neuron. t = 0 is stimulus
onset. Top, Raster plot represents the spiking response to different stimulus categories (indicated by color). Bottom, Average firing rate across trials in bins of 250 ms. D, Visually selective neuron in the entorhinal cortex with a response to “raspberries,” but not to “scorpion,” during encoding. E, Same neuron as shown in D, but now during cued retrieval. This neuron increased its firing selectively only if associated to-be-retrieved image was “raspberries.” This is a signature of content-specific reinstatement during cued retrieval. A, Adapted from Reber et al. (2019b).
B, Adapted from Quiroga et al. (2009). C, Adapted from Rutishauser (2019). D, E, Adapted from Staresina et al. (2019).

Encoding of associations
Memory associates different aspects of experience with each
other. For example, an episodic memory might be that I met
Person X at Place Y at Time Z. Visually selective cells by themselves represent an encoding of associations: if two stimuli are
conceptually related, they activate the same cell (i.e., all stimuli
that belong to the same semantic concept). This property also
holds for more sparsely tuned cells: when such a cell responds to
several seemingly unrelated stimuli (e.g., two different basketball
players that play on the same team), these stimuli are indeed conceptually related as revealed by an analysis of how often the two
semantic concepts co-occur (De Falco et al., 2016). This broadening of tuning can be induced experimentally: repeated pairing
of a responsive and nonresponsive concept leads to a broadening
of the tuning of an individual cell, which starts to respond also to
the non–response-eliciting concept as a result of learning (Ison
et al., 2015). Associative encoding has also been observed in the
temporal domain: if a subject learns that a picture of Concept X
is always followed by that of Concept Y, the cell responsive to Y
starts firing already in the delay period before Image Y appears
(Reddy et al., 2015). Of note, the timescale of plasticity in the
data discussed above is relatively long (several trials). Thus, these

changes occur on the temporal scale expected of semantic, but
not episodic, memories, which rely on single-trial learning.
Together, these data show that the representations formed by
visually selective cells are plastic as expected from a semantic representation that supports episodic memory.
A second form of associative memory that has been studied is
cued retrieval: after learning pairs (e.g., face-name pairs), one of
the items (i.e., the face) is shown and the subject attempts to
retrieve the paired stimulus (i.e., the name). Recordings in the
entorhinal cortex (Staresina et al., 2019) reveal cells that signal
the content of the retrieved stimulus (the name in the above
example) (Fig. 2D,E). Reinstatement of the memory content
retrieved after the cue is shown is sufficiently strong to allow
decoding of the recollected memory. Indeed, earlier work has
revealed that reinstatement extends beyond neurons specifically
tuned to retrieved memory content: the neural state (“neural
context”) that was present at the time of encoding tends to be
reinstated during successful recollection (Jang et al., 2017)
Folkerts et al., 2018. Together, this body of work reveals a singleneuron correlate of reinstatement, thereby providing an empirical basis for a key theory about how episodic memory is organized (Howard et al., 2005; Polyn et al., 2009).
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Persistent activity as a mechanism for working memory
(WM)
Some MTL cells can remain persistently active for several seconds while subjects actively hold the cell’s preferred stimulus in
WM, a finding first reported in 2017 independently by two
groups (Kami
nski et al., 2017; Kornblith et al., 2017). Decoding
from such persistently active cells allows the decoding of the content of WM (Kami
nski et al., 2020). Also, the cells’ activity
decreases as a function of memory load, as expected from a representation of short-term memory (Kami
nski et al., 2017), and
their response strength predicts whether the memory will later
be retrieved successfully (Kornblith et al., 2017). This pattern of
activation is different from that seen in a typical experiment, in
which these cells show transient activation lasting ,500 ms after
stimulus onset. During WM tasks, persistently active visually
selective cells maintain their selectivity and preference, such that
the stimulus to which they are selective during stimulus presentation remains the same for several seconds during maintenance,
when no image is shown (Fig. 3A–C). Approximately 50% of
concept cells exhibit such continuous content-selective activation. A second type of persistently active cell has been discovered
in the hippocampus: cells whose persistent activity increases as a
function of load but which is otherwise not content-selective
(Fig. 3D). Together, these studies reveal that the substrate for
long-term memories can also support WM. More broadly, this
work reveals a cellular substrate for human WM: that of persistently active cells. The electrophysiological properties of these
human cells appear much like those reported since the earliest
such studies in the macaque frontal lobe (Fuster and Alexander,
1971) or recently in rodent MTL (Masuda et al., 2020), except
that here their tuning is for high-level semantic concepts rather
than spatial locations.
It might appear paradoxical that cells in the human MTL
would support WM since the MTL is not strictly necessary for
WM. While this is true for many tasks (Squire et al., 2004), under
more challenging circumstances, such as interference from distractors or high memory load, humans with MTL lesions do exhibit WM deficits (Jeneson and Squire, 2012). Furthermore,
there is evidence that the MTL may support maintenance of
visuospatial relations between objects at sufficient levels of precision in WM (Alvarez and Cavanagh, 2004). Evidence for a role
of the MTL in WM maintenance can also be seen at the field

potential level: both sustained theta-band activity in the MTL
and theta-mediated PFC-MTL interactions are prominent in the
MTL during WM maintenance (Johnson et al., 2018). Based on
this, we hypothesize that the persistently active MTL cells in
humans support WM under these more challenging circumstances in which purely sensory representations are no longer sufficient to maintain the memory. The association of MTL visually
selective cell activity with conscious awareness allows a further
hypothesis: that these cells represent WM content that is presently active in awareness, an active form of WM that has long
been recognized to be distinct from other forms of WM, such
as activated long-term memory in theoretical models of WM
(Cowan, 1988; Kami
nski and Rutishauser, 2020). While many
aspects of this relationship remain to be investigated, this identification of a cellular substrate of WM that is semantically selective offers many opportunities to directly test and refine these
important cognitive models.
From memories to decisions
How are representations of memories in the MTL used for making decisions? Neuroimaging reveals several cortical areas that
might carry memory-related choice signals (Simons and Spiers,
2003; Rugg and Vilberg, 2013), including the medial frontal cortex (MFC) and left posterior parietal cortex (Wagner et al.,
2005); our focus here is on the MFC (for results on the PPC, see
Rutishauser et al., 2018). In rodents, the MFC receives monosynaptic connections from hippocampal neurons, and these connections are causally relevant for making memory-based
decisions during spatial navigation (Spellman et al., 2015;
Tamura et al., 2017).
Neurons within the human presupplementary motor area
and dorsal ACC signal decisions about whether a stimulus is
novel or familiar in a recognition memory task (Minxha et al.,
2020), a role distinct from the traditionally studied role of the
MFC in cognitive control and performance monitoring (Fu et
al., 2019). The neurons signaled these decisions in an abstract
format regardless of motor output modality, indicating that their
response is a reflection of an abstract choice representation
rather than motor actions. The neurons that signaled memorybased decisions were largely distinct from those that signaled
perceptual decisions. Also, neurons carrying memory-based
choice signals flexibly adjusted their phase-locking with hippo-
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campal theta oscillations: they increased their phase-locking only
when a decision required access to memory. Finally, memorybased choice cells signal the decision about the memory rather
than the memory itself: in cases of errors, the activity of the cells
predicted the subject’s choice regardless of whether it was true or
false. Together, this work reveals a mechanism by which cortical
decision processes flexibly interact with the MTL.
Outlook: new technology to record human single neurons?
The recordings discussed above rely on hybrid electrodes (Cash
and Hochberg, 2015) that allow recording from microwires in
patients with epilepsy undergoing placement of depth electrodes
for localization of their seizure focus (Babb et al., 1973). The majority of studies use variants of the Behnke-Fried electrode (Fried
et al., 1999), which has been in routine use for many years. This
electrode consists of 8 or 9 microwires protruding from the tip of
a depth electrode. These wires exit the carrier in an uncontrolled
fashion, thereby preventing their use as tetrodes to improve spike
sorting or to calculate current source density. A notable development in this direction is tetrodes in humans (Despouy et al.,
2020), which promise improved yield and isolation quality. A
key next milestone will be to adapt and safely deploy newer highdensity recording methods that will make it possible to simultaneously record from hundreds or thousands of neurons
(Juavinett et al., 2019). Taking this major step is a key challenge
for the field because of the considerable effort needed to demonstrate the safety of this technology for human use.
In conclusion, in this review, we discussed two broad classes
of cells in the human MTL: those that selectively respond to specific subsets of stimuli and those that differentiate between different aspects of memory. The latter group is not content-selective:
they signal, for example, whether a stimulus is novel or familiar,
or whether an associated attribute was retrieved or not. The activity of these cells changes after a single exposure and predicts
aspects of declared subjective human experience, such as confidence and the experience of recollection. In models of declarative
memory (Yonelinas, 2001; Wixted, 2007), decision variables that
signal “memory strength” that are otherwise content-free are a
common assumption. The signals carried by memory-selective
cells in the MTL share many of the properties predicted by such
models, thereby enabling a close interaction between theory and
circuit-level experiments.
Are visually selective cells in the human MTL a kind of a
“place cell” (as found in rodents) in the cognitive space formed
by our semantic memories (Lisman et al., 2017)? While there are
many striking similarities (for details, see Quiroga, 2012), there
are also salient differences that call this analogy into question. A
remarkable feature of visually selective cells in humans is their
context independence, including being active during the very
first exposure to a novel stimulus. This is unlike place cells in
rodents and nonhuman primates, which are highly dependent
on context and behavior (Anderson and Jeffery, 2003; Courellis
et al., 2019). For example, place cell firing depends on direction
of movement, and modifications of the environment or task
goals can lead to complete remapping. While this question needs
more systematic study, there are critical differences between the
properties of these two types of cells.
Whole-brain fMRI studies have revealed remarkable patterns
of semantic tuning that tile the human cortex (Huth et al., 2016).
These patterns are seen at different levels of semantic abstraction,
which is reminiscent of how visually selective cells respond to
semantic concepts. An intriguing open question is whether these
two findings, made at very different scales of observation, are an
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expression of the same phenomena. Future work is needed to
determine whether the trials on which a semantically tuned cell
in the MTL responds are the same trials as those on which the
corresponding parts of cortex become active as assessed by fMRI.
If so, this might indicate that VS cells in the MTL that are semantically tuned are cells that “index” or “point” to cortical patterns
of activity that represent memory content, a mode of hippocampal operation long theorized (Teyler and Rudy, 2007).
Last, it is imperative to point out that, without work performed in animal models, the rare and select opportunities to record invasively from humans (which gave rise to all the results
discussed here) could not be used meaningfully. Indeed, these
two approaches are complementary: a key role for human invasive experiments is to establish a bridge between species by establishing the relevance of certain phenomena for human memory,
behavior, and disease. As a result of such links, the identified
mechanisms can then be invested in detail at the molecular and
cellular levels in model animals (Kandel et al., 2014) in ways that
are impossible or unethical in humans but, at the same time, are
of direct relevance because of the established links between the
species.
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